$225
GAMES

$225

IPS Combi Sports Arena

Dunk Tank

The IPS (Interactive Play Systems) Combi Sports Arena
is a cool high tech game for kids of all ages. One player
to multi players race against time and your opponent(s)
to hit the continually moving light up targets. Electronic
score board will let you know who wins!

This is a proven crowd
pleaser! The dunk tank
has been a leading money
maker for years at fairs,
carnivals and fund raisers! This system uses soft tennis
balls to drop your victim into the fiberglass dunk tank.

RC #65F9

Dimensions: L 13’ x W 13’ x H 10’
Weight: 144 lbs

RC #6509

$175

Dimensions: W 60” x H 60”
Holds Approx. 400 Gallons

IPS Zap A Mole

The classic carnival game Zap
a mole is now available in an
interactive version! Instead
of mole heads coming up,
the IPS lights on the top of
the mole heads will turn on and you have to hit the lights
as fast as you can to collect points.

RC #65F8

Laser Tag – Guns with Inflatable Obstacles

Dimensions: L 7’ x W 3’ x H 3’
Weight: 45 lbs

IPS Mini Combi Sports

Who doesn’t like a good game of laser tag?
Game includes 6 Laser Guns and 6 Inflatable Obstacles –
2 Cylinders, 2 Wedges and 2 Tombstones. Guns can
be rented separately from the inflatable obstacles or $
225
rent together for an exciting game of laser tag!

$175

Ready? Aim … Shoot!
The IPS Mini Combi
Sports Court is similar
to the IPS Combi
Sports Arena just
smaller. Try your best to throw balls at the continually
moving lights and score as many points as possible.
Get competitive and battle your rival. Electronic score
board will let you know who wins!

RC #65A8

RC #6520

Dimensions: L 2.2’ x W 5.7’ x H 4.4’
Weight: 82 lbs

IPS Interactive Table

$175

You thought you were good
at Whack a Mole … Let’s see
how good you are with the
IPS Interactive Table. Two
people compete by pressing the spots the moment they
light up in their color. The scoreboard automatically keeps
track of scores. Super fun for game fanatics of all ages!

RC #6518
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Game
Changer

Dimensions: L 4.3’ x W 8.5’ x H 2.6’
Weight: 44 lbs

GAMES

Improve your shot by
$
perfecting your aim with 175
this multi functional game.
Completely screened inflatable
enclosure is a Giant Soccer
Dartboard or change up to a
Baseball back drop with radar
gun, that is removable to reveal a Field Goal Kick.

RC #65C9

$175

$175

Dimensions: L 245” x W 162” x H 154”
Weight: 225 lbs

IPS Pylons

$175

Transform any area into an
exciting playground for kids
of all ages. Pylons / Cones can be arranged for endless
possibilities of interactive fun! When the sensor lights up,
just hit the light with your hand. Can be played alone or
complete against an opponent. The electronic score
board will keep track and let you know
RC #6549
the winner.

Sumo Wrestlers
with Mat

$175

Do you want to square off in a huge
sumo suit? This is a classic activity
that is a lot of fun to participate as
well as spectate. Jump into your
suit and let the battle begin!

RC #6552

Mat Dimensions: 14’ x 14’
Weight: 230 lbs

World of Sports

$175

This ingenious design allows
competition in six classic sports
games simultaneously. The unique
pentaradial star shape allows each
activity maximum interaction! The
World of Sports game features Basketball,
Soccer, Football, Baseball, Frisby and Darts.
Dimensions: L 33’ x W 28’ x H 21’

RC #65A1 Weight: 383 lbs

RENTAL-WORLD.COM

$125

$125

GAMES

GAMES

Speed Cage

$125

Kid Wash

Murlin’s Magic

Similar to a car wash the “Kid Wash” promises hours
of good clean fun! This summer time favorite is bound
to stir up some excitement!

RC #65CM

Dimensions: L 10’ x W 20’ x H 8’
Weight: 155 lbs

$125

This fun filled game will have them all smiles! The
object is to knock the Planets (balloon balls) out of
orbit or off the air stream using smaller balls.

RC #6557

$125

The key to any successful athlete is their ability
to accurately pin point a shot into the zone and to
change the speed high – low or inside – outside. Before
stepping into a live game setting, the speed cage
gives an opportunity to refine skills in a safe controlled
environment. Whether used for fun or professionally and
regardless of age or skill level, this game will challenge
you and help you achieve your goals or just have fun
playing around. Portable, rugged and easy to set up
game features a professional sports radar gun.

Speed Cage Options:
RC #6501

Striker –
$125
Easy Adult
A huge hit at company
picnics, block parties,
carnivals and fairs is
the old fashioned ring
the bell game! Our
striker features
adjustable settings
to make the game a
challenge for men
and women of all
ages. Uses a heavy
duty rubber mallet.

RC #6537

Baseball Speed Pitch
Swing Batter Batter Swing!!!
Compete and practice your
pitching before ever stepping
on the mound. How fast is
your pitch?

Dimensions: H 15’

Weight: 470 lbs

RC #6515
Hockey Speed Shot
$125

Multiplex
Soccer Dart and Baseball
Banner Inflatable Game
This interactive game combines Soccer Darts,
Baseball Banner and foldable side games –
Tic Tac Toe and a Drinking game all into one fun
time! Side games can be folded away when space
is limited. With 10 foot tall dart board, it is a good
game for ages 3 and up.

RC #6514

Dimensions: L 19’ x W 9’ x H 10’
Weight: 90 lbs

L A N S DA L E
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$125

Quarterback Blitz
Limber up that throwing arm! This inflatable
Quarterback Blitz keeps the pigskin flying with one
on one competition for all players! Each of the target
holes in the back drop are different sizes and worth
different amounts of yardage. Each player moves their
team down the field throwing their footballs through
the holes for the winning touchdown!

RC #65A2

Dimensions: L 16’ x W 15’ x H 15’
Weight: 260 lbs

LIMERICK

610 . 4 8 9. 2 3 3 4

A slap shot in hockey is the
hardest shot one can perform.
It has four stages which are
executed in one fluid motion to
make the puck fly into the net.
Hockey fans will love having fun
with this game while perfecting
skills for on and off the ice.
$125

RC #6532

World of Sports Jr

Soccer Speed Kick

Similar to World of Sports Sr is the World of Sports Jr
featuring all the same games, just a little bit smaller.
The unique pentaradial star shape allows each activity
maximum interaction! Features Basketball, Soccer,
Football, Baseball, Frisbee and Darts.

Speed and strength give you the
competitive edge on the field.
Soccer players from the little
tykes to the big kids will be lining
up to give it a shot. Kick and
score! It’s a winner at any event!

Dimensions: L 12’ x W 8’ x H 8’

RC #65D3
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Dimensions: L 24’ x W 17’ x H 13’
Weight: 99 lbs

Hula Hoop Toss

$90
GAMES

Arcade Game
with Stool
Pac-Man

Basketball
Double Shot

Pac-Man is back, man!
Outrun the ghosts and
collect Pac-Dots while
navigating Pac-Man
through the maze.
Complete each stage
by collecting all of
the dots and avoiding
the tricky ghosts.
Experience this
gameplay exactly as
you would have in an
arcade, featuring original
gameplay, artwork and
joystick configuration.
RC #6522

RC #6502

Dimensions: L 23” x W 19” x H 46”
Weight: 55 lbs

Challenge your
friends in this all-time
classic fighting game.
The two-player
joystick/button
configuration brings
the Mortal Kombat
arcade experience
you remember into
your home. Mortal
Kombat is a mix of
combat, skill and
strategy. It’s important
to know when to block, jump,
punch or kick your opponent.
Fight against the computer or your
friends, and perfect your own fighting
style by mixing in creative combinations.
Dimensions: L 23” x W 19” x H 58”
Weight: 59 lbs

L A N S DA L E

RC #6550

$ 90

Inflatable Basketball
Hoop Shot features
a new state of
the art built in
blower with the
inflatable! No
extra blower
or cords,
simply plug in
and the unit is good
to go. Let’s shoot some hoops.
RC #6541

Dimensions: L 9.5’ x W 9’ x H 8’
Weight: 82 lbs

Foosball Table

$ 90

No game room
is complete
without Foosball!
A traditional table
soccer game,
foosball provides
hours of entertainment
without having to run
around a field, and encourages healthy
competition, while requiring a bit of skill
at the same time.
RC #6590

Dimensions: L 13’ x W 12’ x H 7’
Weight: 62 lbs

Strike A Light

Dimensions: L 98” x W 44” x H 95”
Weight: 65 lbs

Basketball
Hoop Shot

Arcade Game $
90
with Stool
Mortal Kombat

RC #65A0

$ 90

Dimensions: L 36” x W 44” x H 35”
Weight: 65 lbs

Top Doc
Magnetic Surgery

LIMERICK

$ 90

Top Doc takes
a classic board
game and scales
it up while adding
a technology twist
for greater appeal
and improved
game play. While
carefully removing
the piece, should
contact be made
with the cutout,
the piece gets dropped and you have to
start again. Visual lights and sound keep
track of your score. Easy and Medium
skill level pieces.
RC #65G3

Dimensions: L 60” x W 52” x H 35”
Weight: 92 lbs

215 . 3 6 2 . 7 3 6 8

$ 90

The competition doesn’t
get any better than this
exciting, fast paced,
light up arcade game
with sounds. Comes
with 2 different game
modes that are easily
selected with a flick of a switch. Who has
the fastest hands? But more importantly
who is the most accurate as well?
RC #7010

Alien Invasion

Cow Milker

Karaoke with
Audio & Disc

RC #6568

$ 60

The double sided
Cow Milking contest
is a favorite with
kids because they
get a chance to
see what it is like
to milk a real cow.
Uses white food
dye mixed with water to create fake
milk. Double sided is double the fun!
RC #6567

Dimensions: L 75” x W 16” x H 57”

Froggy Fly Fling		
The Froggy Fly Fling
frame game lets
the players test
his or her skill by
catapulting insects
into Froggy’s mouth.
Kids love it!

Flap Attack

$ 60

RC #6517

RC #6511
$ 60

Dimensions: L 70.5” x W 23” x H 10”
Weight: 60 lbs

Four To Win

$60

$ 60

The classic board game
has come to life in this
jumbo sized game that is
sure to delight kids of all
ages. Players test their skills by dropping
the discs into the slots and connect four
to score and win the game!
Dimensions: W 50” x H 48” x D 18”
Weight: 70 lbs

GAMES

$ 60

From professional
night club to casual
house party…
sing your heart out
with our Karaoke
machine. Includes
2 microphones and
standard discs. You
RC #1576
can even record your
sessions with your own cassette
tapes! TV / Monitor not included.

Penguin Fish Fling
The Penguin Fish
Fling game is a
favorite! Children
stomp on the
launcher, flipping
the rubber fish
into the penguin’s
picnic baskets.
Kids love this game!

This frame game
is the ultimate in
fast paced action
and excitement
for any race car
lover. Challengers
can compete in
head to head action
to see who can switch out
their tire in the fastest time!

Skee Ball

$ 60

Skee Ball is a classic
arcade game. The
object of the game
is to collect as many
points as possible
by having the ball
fall into holes in
the rings which
have progressive
increasing point values.

RC #6566

$ 60

Striker – 60
Kiddie Clown or
Kiddie Giraffe
$

RC #6596

Pit Stop Challenge

Challenge your opponent
by rolling the ball up hill
knocking down flaps
to land the highest
score. Watch out
for the drop-off!

RC #6504

610 . 4 8 9. 2 3 3 4

$ 60

Alien Invasion frame
game uses rocket
launchers to propel
SAFE foam rockets
at creatures who are
“Out of this World”
targets. The points
system make for a
great competitive game
for all ages. Can be used
indoors and out.

The classic carnival
ring toss game is
now a supersized
inflatable version
that is fun for all
ages. This hula
hoop game provides
hours of fun while
trying to improve your
score with each toss onto
the pop-up point tubes.
How many points do you
think you can get?

Test your skills
on a heavy
duty arcade
style Basketball
Hoop game.
Dual hoops
allows 2 players
to challenge
each other. The
electronic score
board with fun
sound effects
announces the
winner with a chime.

$ 90

$ 90

$ 60

Children of all ages love to show up dad
with our miniature version of the Easy
Striker, called the Kiddie Striker. Whether
you choose our Clown or Giraffe, you’ll
find kids lining up to give it a try. And
they won’t go away disappointed either,
because Kiddie Strikers ring every time!

RC #6571

RC #6536

Quarterback Toss

RC #6538

$ 60

The Quarterback
Toss frame game
is a winner at any
sporting event,
fund raiser, or
carnival. It’s a
very simple game,
but irresistible!
No football player or football player
want-to-be can walk by this game without
giving it a shot. Quarterback Toss can be
set up in less than five minutes and can
be used indoors or out.
RC #6510
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Strike Zone

$ 60

Strike Zone is
bowling with a
twist! Simply slide
the pucks down
the alley to flip
the pins! You have
three chances to
hit all seven!

RC #6512

Dimensions: W 23” x L 70.5” x H 9.5”
Weight: 45 lbs

$30

$30

GAMES

Air Frame Game

Air Hockey Mini

Action and high flying fun can now fit
on any tabletop with the Mini Air Hockey
Game Table! It is a perfect size for fast
paced fun without committing to a full
sized table. You can now enjoy the
merriment of air hockey in any room
of your house.

$ 30

What makes Inflatable Frame Games
so different from typical carnival-style
games is that they do not require a
blower or a constant flow of air to
operate. Simply inflate once and you’re
good to go and cuts down on the need
to be near a power outlet. You can inflate
these games and place them anywhere
and since these units require very little
space, they really are perfect for
facilities that might not have room.

Air Frame Front Options:
RC #6594

Boom Blaster

$ 30

Bean Bag Toss

RC #6593
Shark Bite

RC #65D6

Balloon Pop
Magnetic Dart Toss

$ 30

Boulder Roller
Here’s another
classic carnival
game that is
sure to be a
“rolling” good
time. Players roll
the balls up the
icy ramp and over
the snowy hill while
attempting to get the
ball to stay in the
dip over the hill.

Dimensions: L 7’ x W 7’ x H 6’

RC #65D4

Dimensions: L 8’ x W 2’ x H 28”
Weight: 23 lbs

Down the Clown

GAMES

$ 30

Just like at the
fair! This game of
skill has players
toss bean bags
to try and knock
the clowns down.

Golf
Challenge

RC #6544

Down the Ducks

$ 30

How good is your
throwing arm? Test
your aim with our
classic Down the
Ducks bean bag
toss game.
RC #65F7

Field Goal

Crazy Dot

RC #6595

$ 30

Watch their
RC #6507
expressions
while they play
this game of skill.
Players toss the
whiffle balls to see
if they can get it to
land on a color
RC #6506
dot to win!

$ 30

For pros or novices
alike, this game can
quickly become
addictive. The
colorful backdrop,
which is designed
to look like a golf
course, is Velcro
receptive, so the
special Velcro
practice golf balls
stay right where
you hit them.

My Mini
Golf Course

RC #6513

$ 30

 rom ages five to eighty five, there
F
are so many reasons to play My Mini
Golf! These fun golf games bring
together the entire family, class or club
for an entertaining and unique learning
activity. Improve your putting game with
this interactive training aid and putt putt
games while having fun at the same!
Starting Time putting game
is enjoyed by
golfers of all
levels, from
young kids
to seniors!

$ 30

$ 30

The professional
Beer Pong game
table is capable
of withstanding
extreme conditions
of liquids and
physical abuse as
teams take turns
throwing a ping pong
ball into the other team’s
cup. Cup holders keep cups
in place until it’s time to remove a cup
or drink up ~ either way is lots of fun!

$ 30

This classic, simple game
is sure to be a hit with kids
of all ages. Simply toss your
bean bag into the clowns
mouth and win.
RC #6503

RC #6570

Beer Pong

Soccer

$ 30

Classic carnival games
are so simple and yet
so much fun that kids
of all ages will have a
hard time not giving it
a try. Toss Hacky Sack
balls and try your best
to knock down the
clowns teeth to win!

Clown Bean
Bag Toss

Dimensions: L 42” x W 24” x H 12”
Weight: 29 lbs

Bean Bag Toss

RC #65C8

Add an exciting new “bang” to parties,
carnivals and special events for kids
of all ages. The Boom Blaster game
allows players to place a balloon on the
tube at the base of the Boom Tower.
Pump the detonator, filling the balloon
with air. As the pressure rises and the
balloon expands, it presses into popping
points on the inside of the tower’s arcs,
and BOOM! There’s a winner.

Clown Tooth
Hacky Sack Toss

RC #65G2

Hit the balloon…
how simple is
that??? One to
Two Players of any
age can compete
by throwing the
magnetic darts
to hit a specified
number of balloons
to win!
RC #65G1

Mermaid
Treasure

$ 30

$ 30

Athletes of any age
will delight in their
chance to boot a
field goal between
the uprights! This
unit is just as
entertaining for
spectators, as you
watch your most
competitive guest
kick wildly and
miss widely.

RC #65D9

RC #6569

Bull’s Eye Toss

$ 30

Do you think
you have what
it takes to get
the “Bull’s Eye”
target? A great
game of skill
where you can
gain accuracy
while throwing small Velcro darts at
the bulls target and receiving points
depending where they
RC #6505
land on the target.

Fish Pond

$ 30

Colorful and cute,
this carnival
game challenges
participants to
maneuver the
fishing pole and
it’s magnet to catch
the fish with a metal
tip on their nose.

RC #65C7

30 games continued next page
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$30

$30

GAMES

Limbo

Plinko

$ 30

The Limbo frame
game is the hit
of any party. The
game features a
tropical theme
painted backdrop
and a bamboo pole
with adjustable
settings. Whether
it’s a wedding reception, an office party,
or a neighborhood block party, the Limbo
game will liven up any
RC #6519
event you’ve got going.

Monkey
Mayhem

$ 30

You just can’t
stop monkeying
around with this
Monkey Mayhem
bean bag toss
game. It will keep
you coming back
for more as you
perfect your aim.

The classic carnival game Ring Toss –
a game of skill that is perfect for any
age. Toss the ring to land on the peg
and you win!
So simple, yet
assists in the
development
of fine motor
skills and handeye coordination.

The game of
chance allows
you to drop a
disc and see
where it falls in the
five slots marked
1 to 5 to determine
the winner. Available
in Red or Blue.
RC #6573

Snowball Fight

$ 30

Dimensions: W 2’ x H 4’

RC #6527

You don’t need
a snow storm
to enjoy this
game, Snowball
fight! Kids and
adults alike
are challenged
to throw the
snowballs in
strategic spots
on the snow fort,
sled and hillside.

$ 30

RC #6531

Pony Hops

$ 30

And they’re off ~
Here’s the chance to be your own jockey
and race your pony or just bounce
around. Inflatable Pony Bouncer adds a
little bit of humor and whole lot of fun!
Pony Hops
are available
in 3 sizes to fit
your smallest
to largest jockey.

Shootin Gallery

$ 30

Always wanted to test your aiming skills?
Then the Shootin Gallery is the place to
be! Using a cross bow you shoot Velcro
plastic darts at the “Country Critters” …
Ready? Aim and Shoot!

Spin Art

RC #65C5

RC #65C4

RC #65C6

Large

Medium

Small

13+
Years Old

7 to 12
Years Old

3 to 6
Years Old

$30

L A N S DA L E

Pucker Powder

$ 30

Pucker Powder
candy art would be
the ultimate one stop
shop for kids! Candy
art is similar to sand
art but edible. Guest
will delight in making
and eating their own
delicious candy
creation. Holds 5
different candy flavors.

Skat Ball

$ 30

Get more bang for your buck when
you bring home Skat Ball for your
next event. Skat Ball is always a party
favorite because it is 5 different games
in one! Roll the ball down the ramp
and get it in one of the placeholders.
Play tic tac toe, blackjack, craps,
over under and match 3.
Kids of all ages love
these games.
RC #6530

RC #6539

Tug-A-War Rope

$ 30

Creative kids love
spin art!!! Spin art is
an art form that uses
paint, paper and a
spinning platform.
It is primarily used
to entertain and
expose children to
the process of art
creation, although
it can be enjoyed by
all ages. Cards and
paint, sold separately.

Tic Tac Toss

GAMES

$ 30

RC #6591

$ 30

$ 30

You don’t get any
more classic ~
than Tic Tac Toe.
However it is
played, helps
develop problem
solving skills,
taking turns and
predictability.
Tic Tac Toss is a bit of a challenge as
you toss Velcro balls and try to get three
in a row before your
RC #6540
opponent does!
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$ 30

Volley ball is a team sport in which two
teams of six players are separated by
a net. Each team tries to score points
by grounding a ball on the other teams
court. Whether it’s a professional game
or a backyard game ~ you need the
equipment to play a good game of
Volleyball. So gather your teams and
let’s get started!

$ 30

RC #6542
$ 30

Touch Down! This fun game is played
like horse shoes except you use platform
boxes & bean bags instead of horse shoes.
Also known as Cornhole, this game is
the staple of any party. It’s probably the
most popular, being super easy to learn,
making it fun for any age to play. Two
raised rectangular boards, each with a hole
on the far end (the ‘cornhole’), are placed
27 feet apart. Players take turns to toss
bean bags towards the opposing board,
scoring 3 points if the bag lands in the hole
and 1 point if the bag lands on the platform.
The first to 21 points wins.
RC #6597

RC #6555
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Volley Ball Set

This game pits 2 teams against each
other in a test of strength. Teams pull
the opposite ends of a Tug-A-War Rope,
with the goal to bring the rope a certain
distance in one direction against the
force of the opposing team to win!
Tug-A-War Rope is 50 foot in length.

Touchdown Toss

RC #6529

A classic
children’s party
game in which
a blindfolded
player holding
a tail, is turned
around several
times before a
large canvas
back drop of
a tailless donkey. The player attempts to
put the tail on the correct spot. The
player closest to the spot wins
RC #6526
the game!

Tic Tac Toe

Tic Tac Toe …
Three in a row. This classic game is
great for beginners, helping to build
hand-eye coordination while trying
to get 3 balls in a row to win!

RC #6534

RC #65F6

Pin the Tail
on the Donkey

Ring Toss

$ 30

RENTAL-WORLD.COM
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$10

GAMES

Horse Shoe Set

$10

One of American’s
favorite pastimes
and a hit at all
types of backyard
events. It’s a
guaranteed
ringer for your
next gathering!
RC #6516

Quoit

$10

Quoits is a classic
outdoor game to
play at the beach
or in your backyard.
Safe to play and
similar to horseshoe
pitching, quoits can
be fun and competitive
RC #6559
and will be a sure hit at
any outdoor event. Quoits is a great
way to entertain your guests of all ages.

